BUSINESS ANALYSIS

CORE SERVICES

MANAGED TESTING

NON-FUNCTIONAL TESTING

Freedom to focus
Information technology drives the modern enterprise.
The pressure to innovate and deliver is relentless, as
are the users’ demands for quality.
Qual IT’s Managed Testing Service enables you to
focus on delivering successful outcomes for your
organisation, while we take care of quality assurance.
It gives you the freedom to focus on getting the most
from your IT investment.

Delivering higher quality at a lower cost
Managing and maintaining your own testing
practice comes at a cost – not to mention
a headache. Be it the cost of attracting and
retaining quality personnel, the balance
of having the perfect number of resources
available at all times, or the struggle to keep
abreast of development trends and the ever
changing technology environment. Every one
of these components is taking your focus away
from what you are best at – delivering quality
outcomes to your business.

With Qual IT’s Managed Testing Service, you
can expect measurable levels of product quality,
fully managed and delivered by Qual IT’s
200+ test and assurance professionals across
New Zealand. You will have access to our full
breadth of quality related services, delivered
by New Zealand’s best and brightest testing
professionals.

“They’ve got a great level of knowledge. The ability to
keep the people, the intellectual knowledge on board for
us over a long period of time is invaluable.”

Dave Waine
Programme Manager for Critical Services
Transpower

TEST PARTNERSHIP

We’re ready to share the risk
Qual IT’s Managed Testing Service is
designed to mitigate quality risks for your
company. This is achieved by engaging
an independent external party to provide
the testing resources required at any
stage in the process, while managing
the training, development and outcomes
the whole way through. It provides your
company with enhanced, predictable and
cost effective quality outcomes, as well

as delivering a programme of testing
efficiencies throughout the contract
period.
We take responsibility for all the testing
and quality outcomes as well as sharing
the risk in project delays and issues,
ensuring that we work actively with the
company’s IT delivery function.
As your testing demand fluctuates, Qual IT

adjusts our resourcing to match. Only the
required resources will be provided and
the whole transition will be managed by
Qual IT, removing the responsibility and
pressure from your company.
The cost benefit of this outcome focussed
approach can be up to 20% when
compared to other, more traditional
models, as you only pay for the testing
required, as it is required.

Outcomes of a Managed Testing Service

Qual IT’s Managed Testing Service

• Decreased testing cycle time and product time to market

• A full range of testing services including test consulting, test
management, test design, text execution

• Increased stakeholder engagement through increased solution
quality
• Testing service KPIs and SLAs aimed at achieving business goals
• Realisation of cost savings and benefits compared to traditional
models
• Best-in-class testing services

• Supply and management of fully qualified testing professionals
• Advice regarding strategic planning in testing services and trends,
keeping up with the latest testing technology
• Overall programme and project level reporting including KPI and SLA
reporting
• Managing the testing activities required on projects programmes, and
BAU

• A fully flexible, scalable testing resource model
• Increasing innovation and knowledge sharing

• Additional value-add services as required

• Continuous quality process improvements

Are you ready for the challenge?
Qual IT provides IT quality assurance services to some of New Zealand’s largest and most
successful organisations. Clients partner with Qual IT to gain greater confidence that their
major IT investments will deliver.
We help organisations begin with the end in mind, focussing on how best to achieve a quality
return on IT investments. From developing the initial IT strategy, scoping projects through to
delivery and maintenance, Qual IT help you focus on what’s critical to getting a successful
outcome.
Qual IT is here with a qualified, capable team and equipped with proven processes and tools
to ensure you get it right throughout the entire journey.
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